People of the world fight back!:
1) Establish a perpetual family tradition of teaching your children how to garden, harvest the
seeds, store and replant them the following year, immediately! Keep a wide variety for your
family of a personal supply of vegetable, herb, grain and nut seeds. Even if you only have a tiny
patch of dirt, compost it, farm it instead of planting only grass. Plant fruit and nut trees
whenever and wherever possible and try to organize suburbs and communities to plant varieties
to enable fair trade if there ever should be persons that try to control food and water supplies
(like what is already in progress). Even apartment owners, try to purchase indoor gardening
systems and become expert in growing and maintaining vegetable and herbs and variety of
safely stored seed supply for you and your family. DON’T EVER GIVE UP THESE PRACTICES OR
KNOWLEDGE, BECAUSE IT IS A VERY REAL PLAN FOR EVIL PERSONS TO MANAGE WHO LIVES
AND DIES ON THE PLANET BY CONTROLING FOOD AND WATER SUPPLIES.
2) Water! Everyone who can purchase precipitators that can be hooked up to stationary bicycle
generators or that operate solely on sustainable power whether solar, hydro or wind. Make
certain these precipitators are maintained to provide enough potable water from the air to keep
you and your loved ones alive in the event of water rationing or droughts. If possible, home and
land owners put in wells that can be manually accessed in the event even alternative power
systems fail (either through manual pumps or even the old fashion bucket method but make
sure you and your loved ones (if possible) are never dependent on anyone else to provide you
with WATER! People near the sea, learn how to make inexpensive desalination units that
function like the inland precipitators (providing enough potable water daily for you and your
loved ones in the event of water rationing, wars, droughts or attempts to takeover and enslave
you through controlling your water supply. These can be made simply by applying age old
survival technology without even building a fire simply by taking sea water and allow
evaporation and condensation as any survival manual instructs. I advise immediate construction
of large scale desalination units this way with minimal automation and based more on the tides
than mechanical or electrical power for nations that do not want to see people starve or
dehydrate to death with the expanding arid regions. While they may be unsightly
experimentation with wave crashing generators against existing cliffs should commence as
another sustainable energy source. Expressways and highways should be fitted with these
durable generators as cars drive over them in high traffic regions so there is less and less wasted
energy and these generators can be utilized to pump fresh water inland along the expressways
and highways from the large scale sustainable desalination units. WATER! Make sure individually
you have a way to get your water regardless if the rivers run dry, or the wealthy horde it all for
themselves. There are many methods to ensure this, implement all of them and teach your
children to always know how to have these basic necessities for themselves –food and water!
3) The days of vengeance are at hand because children are being taught they came from monkeys
instead of the truth – that all creation comes from God; as such people are becoming so greedy,
selfish and vice filled that global unrest is at hand and massive suffering and bloodshed. If the
cities explode into violence and governments implement martial law with depraved soldiers
who rape, pillage and plunder; then you and your loved ones should know how to “live off the

land” I highly recommend wherever and whenever possible taking your family camping and
hunting, fishing and foraging and learning how to recognize all forms of edible vegetation
wherever it grows. I recommend learning how to make all water in wilderness settings safe to
drink not only through modern methods but in the eventuality you are forced to live for
extended periods of time in the wilderness. The final days are prophesied to be worse than ever
before; so do not let yourself and your loved ones be exterminated in concentration camps and
as far as I am concerned all people should arm themselves, train in self‐defense methods and
join together to make certain there is no power, not even military or police that can enslave or
exterminate them. Only if you love FREEDOM and your LIVES will the USA or any nation be kept
from falling into darkness, despair and destruction.
4) DEMAND THE IMMEDIATE CESSATION OF THE BRAINWAHSING OCCURRING IN OUR PUBLIC
SCHOOLS! They are now teaching not only homosexuality but even pedophilia is normal,
acceptable, and even encouraged to little innocent children as young as kindergartners and first
graders!(Contact Breakthrough Ministries for the report on this subject) In addition, against all
sane, rational and reasonable thought, the big bang theory and evolution continues to be taught
as factual in the name of science when there is not one shred of scientific proof to date of either
because it is pure fiction and EVIL fiction at that which brought about Nazi eugenic fascism and
is causing likewise calamities everywhere it is still wrongly being forced upon innocent, young,
malleable minds.
5) First and foremost, all peoples, nations, tongues and tribes return to the One True God as
declared in the Holy Bible through our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ; for only then shall you live
and be forever blessed. Then shall God give you Wisdom and Knowledge of how to properly
steward this world so that the supply meets the needs of every soul He sends into this world.
Only then will people care about others more than pieces of paper (money) as it is this day. Only
then will the many forms of destruction and death coming upon you now, cease. Only then will
the sun shine, the rain come and the earth yield her increase to sustain life. Until then
sicknesses, diseases, and death in all its myriads of forms will be manifest until the few who
remain will be only those humble souls that truly KNOW and LOVE GOD and His Instructions for
Life contained in the Holy Bible. If you really and truly love your children, parents keep a Bible at
the meal table and before, during, and after meals for your body, feed your spirits of everyone
at least as often with the Words of Eternal Life, by reading the Holy Bible daily and constantly to
each other!
If you do these things the Kingdom of God will become manifest on earth, but if you continue in
thinking you all know better than the One True God or don’t need the One True God, it is
inevitable you will all kill yourselves off by bringing innumerable curses, destructions, sufferings
and death upon yourselves in your willful ignorance.
So as ever Blessing and Cursing; Life and Death are set before you (Deuteronomy 28) Choose
LIFE that you and your children may rejoice evermore! Give Thanks and Glory to God for it is
due! Praise the Living Christ! YAHOHSUAH AM MESCHIACH! (Commonly referred to as the LORD
JESUS CHRIST in English) Amen and Amen. In His Love; Michael

